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We all know that legislators create
laws. And we all know that they work
in the Capitol. But how many of us
can say they have had the opportunity
to personally interact and pick the
brain of a legislator? We can now
proudly say that we all have! Today the
Girls State delegation had the honor of
listening to House Minority Leader Emily Virgin speak. Each individual city
was also allowed the opportunity to visit with three additional legislators.
Demke City had the honor of listening to
Senator Carri Hicks and Representatives
Mike Osburn and Chelsey Branham.
All four of these remarkable individuals shared their journey towards their
respective positions and what guides
them in their work. Even though each individual is completely unique, they each told
us the same piece of advise — get involved
in your community. Each one of these individuals repeated in their speeches several
times how they felt they had a duty to give
back to their communities. They did not run
for office to benefit them. They ran to help
and support their constituents.
Representative Virgin campaigned for office while attending her first year of law
school. Senator Hicks knocked on over
25,000 doors during her campaign, all while
she was pregnant. Representative Osburn
ran for office the first time directly after he
became married. Representative Branham
ran in a district that had never had a representative like her. As one can see, these
four individuals had many obstacles to overcome
when running for office, but they did it. They did
not do it for themselves. They did it because they
believe in their constituents and they want to work
for the betterment of them.
Each legislator said that they were successful in
their respective races due to the involvement in
their communities. They personally got to know the
people they wanted to represent. They showed grit,
determination, and relentlessness. They did not
rely on their experiences or qualifications to win
the race. Although I am sure it did help. But they
truly showed a passion for the communities and
conveyed that to their people.
Each one of them demonstrated to us the importance of us getting involved in our communi-
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ties. This does not just apply for wanting to run for
office. It applies for succeeding in life. We will be
working in our communities regardless of whether
we choose to run for a political office. Making connections within our communities will be vital to our
success. One day those people could be our interviewers, bosses, coworkers, or simply just friends.
Now I am sure all of you are highly involved within
your schools, and most are probably in their communities too. But truly get to know the people that
surround you, be friends with them, and show that
you care.
-Chelbie Turtle, Demke City
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A Day in the Life of a Representative
Today was a long and
eventful day for all of the
Girls State Representatives. Ben Odom led the
girls in a mock legislation
debate over various bills
and controversial topics.
All of the legislation that
was proposed and debated
on was written by our own
Girls State delegates. Mr.
Odom taught the girls
how to have debates in a
respectful, open minded
manner. Every delegate
got to express their opinions on each of the bills
and propositions. The
skills learned and given
are key essentials into the
everyday life of a legislator. The girls had a long
five hours of debating,

When we dress ourselves, it is not to impress others but rather it is a
form of self respect. We had the honor to hear from Dana Kuehn, Vice
Presiding-Judge for the Oklahoma Court of Criminal Appeals. She discussed in her disquisition that she researched what most teenage girls
spend time stressing about. Some of her research included that it was
more important to look good rather than to be smart. We get relentless
pressure to be the best. We care about our peers and the people we
hang out and what they might think about us. We also care about planning for our future because we sometimes get afraid about what will
happen if we do not start now. But sometimes many follow others and
they do not follow their own passions. She advised us that if we read we
get insight of the outside world. By reading articles, we gain the ability
to structure our own thoughts to use the knowledge that we have to
create decisions. You can dress up in the nicest clothes, put make up
and be fancy but the real beauty of a woman is having an educated
mind. Thank you for coming to Girls State to talk to us why having brains
is the best thing for society.
-Paula Najera-Diaz, Hare City

learning, and expressing
today. Matter in fact, two
of the bills proposed have
already been approved by
the House of Representatives and the Senate. This
experience is a once in a
lifetime opportunity and
the girls are ready to
shape the future with all
they have experienced.
-Tayten Lierle, Bonham
City and Abby Boyer,
Reed City
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Who Has Talent? Girls State!
The first annual Oklahoma Girls State Show
& Sing happened tonight. Everyone was so excited for
the night to start and while we were doing our normal
songs before the assembly, there was so much energy.
You could just tell it was going to be an exciting last
night. Instead of starting alphabetically with Akin City,
they decided to reverse it and start with Willits City.
Willits City started off with a bang and had a little skit
at the beginning, then going into “Old Town Road”
and having an impressive back handspring. In between
groups performing, jokes were told and cheers were
chanted. The second city to go was Reed City, and they
had some killer dance moves. Parker City followed
them with the whole group singing and they also had a
back handspring, which impressed the crowd like no
other. Keister City impressed us all with a series of flips
and the whole group singing a remix of songs, but the
best was “What Makes You Beautiful” and the crowd
started freaking out!
Heil City did something a little different. They only did
a skit but had so much interaction and made the whole
crowd laugh. The donuts used in Harvey City were
amazing. They sang “Baby” as a group and had a solo
rap, which was super impressive! Chanting has been a
favorite here at Girls State and that is exactly what Hare
City did. They entered with a chant and had some
grand dance moves to the Fresh Prince of Bel-Air
theme song while two girls sang spectacularly!
An Erwin City counselor did a little beatboxing and

amazed the crowd with the Harry Potter “Mysterious
Ticking Noise”. There were different groups with different parts, and if you have not seen the video, I highly
recommend you go watch! The colorful Deutser City
started with “Somewhere Over the Rainbow” and, of
course, had to hit the ‘Woah’ and also went into “The
Greatest Show” and it was amazing!
The Densmore “queens” had a lead singer who blew
everyone away and some great choreography for the
whole group! Demke City got creative with the “Demke
Shuffle” and had so many fun dance moves and ended
with some outstanding splits. Everyone needs a memorable entrance, and that is exactly what Clingenpeel
did! They got the crowd to clap and get involved and
had some awesome dance moves. Chinn City was Hawaiian themed and also performed to “Old Town
Road”, which included some great comedy. The Bonham Girls entertained us with “Barbie Girl” and
“Thank U, Next!”. Blosch had the most memorable
entrance with a “Hairspray”-like roll call. Akin ended
just like Willits, with a bang. They performed with the
lights dimmed and flashlights on their phones and sang
“Bohemian Rhapsody”. Thank you to all of the cities
for their incredible hard work! You’re all winners to us!
-Zoey Russell, Densmore City
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2019 Governor’s Cabinet

Bust Down Girls State!
My experience at the dance began with waiting in the
long line for some of the best food we have had thus far
in my opinion. Then the tunes started playing and the
dance floor started filling up super quick. Girls were letting loose and having down right fun! There were girls
taking pictures together and grooving to Ariana Grande.
This was a fantastic evening, where we made lots of
memories.
-Jaden Brunnemer, Parker City
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After an amazing week at
Girls State, we finally
completed our final vote.
The last vote was for Girls
Nation. Good luck to the
girls running for that
amazing honor. We also
have had plenty of practice with the voting experience as a whole with city,
county, district, and state
elections. Congrats to all
of those that won offices
and to those that tried
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and failed. Failing is a part
of being a human and
many girls stepped out of
their comfort zones in order to campaign. We have
had an amazing week and
have made many bonds
and friendships that will
last forever. We have practiced Parli Pro and learned
much about the government. Now that we have
practiced voting in a mock
government, we should all

be ready for the real deal. It
is up to us as girls to get
more involved in our real
government. We all have the
practice and experience to
succeed. Use Girls State as
a platform. Let us get out
there and vote girls!!!

how roller coasters were
checked for safety and the
answer was less exciting
than roller coasters themselves. She was also open to
speaking about other topics
as well. She informed me
what exactly we, as the leaders of the futures, can do. Together we discussed working
to fill the shortage of trade
workers in the state with prisoners that took training at
one of Oklahoma Career
Techs before being released.
Afterwards, they reentered
society as productive citizens. Talking to Commissioner Osborn inspired me to
follow my dreams and always
keep my eyes open for the
unexpected.
Next we ate at the Faculty
House, where we met Secretary of Native American Affairs Lisa Billy. While enjoying amazing food from the
Faculty House, Secretary Billy reminded us that all the
Senators and Legislators are
human too. She explained
that all lawmakers always
keep the best interest of Ok-

lahoma in mind at all times. After a tasty lunch, we toured the
Oklahoma Historical Center and
visited
Oklahoma’s
past
through amazing relics that
they have on display at the center. The whole trip was an amazing experience. I learned so
much not just about the positions in government but that
everyone in government is human and have our best interests
in mind. I am so grateful for this
chance to visit the Capitol and
the opportunities that Girls
State has offered this week.

-Bayleigh Hudgens, Erwin
City

Trip Into Position
The elected state officials
at Girls State were given the
unique opportunity to visit
the Oklahoma State Capitol
and meet their counterparts
on Thursday morning. Being
one of the officials that visited, I gained amazing advice
and insight into not the government but also into my future and into my career.
We began with Insurance
Commissioner
Glen Mulready, who explained in great
detail about what an insurance commissioner does. He
spoke about how a limited
number of Oklahomans have
flood insurance and the
flooding happening throughout the state. Without this insurance, families are going to
have to pay for the damages
themselves.
Next, I had the fortunate opportunity to meet with the
Commissioner
of
Labor,
Leslie Osborn. She went indepth about what a Commissioner of Labor does, which
includes employment promotion, wages, and enforcing
safety regulations. I did ask

-Morgan Dennis, Chinn City
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Senior Counselor Spotlight: Liz Williams- Keister City

Liz Williams is the
absolute best at what she
does! Now, I may be biased since Liz is my Senior
Counselor, but I know I
am not the only one. Liz is
the most “hype”, loving,
caring, and encouraging
counselor I have ever met.
I mean no other counselor
has ever sang a lullaby at
any of the camps that I
have been to in past years.
Liz does it no matter what
time it is. She even waits
until 1:00 A.M. She is always there to make sure
we are okay and is always
trying to help us be our
best selves.
Liz is also one of the most
competitive people that I
know, in a good and respectful way. She is re-

spectful to all of her opponents and all competitions she takes part in. I
guess you could tell because Keister is the
"hypest" city of them all,
and that is because of
Liz… and Kate too but
that is not the point.
The main point is that
Liz Williams is one of the
nicest, sweetest, people
I’ve ever met and i was
extremely lucky to have
as my Senior Counselor.
-Sunny Crawford
Keister City

Jessi Beebe is the Senior
Counselor for Harvey City. Jessi
is originally from Enid, Oklahoma, but currently lives in
Stillwater, Oklahoma where she
is a graduate student. Jessi first
attended Girls State in 2013 as a
delegate, where she was a member of Willitts City. Jessi attendee Girls State for a second
time as a Senior Counselor.
When her friend, Corina Hernandez, mentioned that Girls
State 2018 needed Senior Counselors, Corina asked Jessi if she
would want to volunteer. Jessi
then replied, “Of course! Why
not?”, for she thought it would

be fun to mentor the upcoming delegates. Jessi came back to be a Senior
Counselor for a second year in 2019.
She wanted to be there to watch her
younger sister experience Girls
State. She also came back for her
love of mentoring delegates and
helping them to grow over the
course of the week. Jessi loves that
Girls State encourages perseverance
and teaches the attending girls to
never give up on themselves. Jessi
hopes to make a huge impact on her
delegates lives for the better.
-Lauren King, Harvey City
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